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The last eighteen months have been hard in many different ways and the days
to come will bring more challenges – most of them unwelcome. Bereavement,
fear, rising prices and loneliness have touched everyone. Our lives are forever
changed.
Since the pandemic began some of us have found comfort and purpose
in exploring our creativity – sometimes alone; sometimes with others. This
special newsletter is a sharing of that creativity. Thank you to all the
contributors.
Avril Silk

I remember feeling angry at the delay in initiating the lockdown, waiting until
after the Cheltenham Races as if it was an essential event. My own calendar
was crowded, planning to travel every three or four weeks for a retreat,
courses, festivals and family celebrations, as well as trying to move house.
The response to Covid-19 was reminiscent of the 1980’s response to AIDS.
At that time, I joined a charity supporting sufferers; this time I was able to
increase my hours at the hospital and work on wards set aside for Covid
patients. I live alone and drove to work alone so was a minimal risk to others.
Driving to work is a time for prayer. Asking for guidance and a hand to
hold. It is always there.
I found a supportive community to stay with and real kindness;
confirmation of a belief that there is more good in the world than bad, though
the media would have us believe otherwise. Meetings held through Zoom were
frustrating and engendered dissatisfaction, not the sense of a “gathered
meeting” that I got on my own in the Meeting House or in quiet contemplation
at the bedside of a sick patient; but it was nice to see Ffriends again.
Trying to adjust to a new reality is interesting. Like getting off a train
after travelling and expecting the scenery to be the same as the where you left
from. The place I’ve bought to live in is a project, the picture below is a clue:
I’ve never had a kitchen with three taps before. A whole new story starting.
Lizzie Aveline
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I stayed at home and tidied the shelves
and found some things I thought
I'd lost for ever.
What did you do in Lockdown, Granny?
I went for long walks up the Combe
and found new paths I
didn’t know existed.
What did you do in Lockdown, Granny?
I chose a poem and sent it round
to many friends and family to
cheer us up and keep us going
Old poems new poems
sad poems love poems
funny poems crazy poems
"Yes" they said, "send us more
for
a poem can unlock a door."
Jenny Gateau
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MY THOUGHTS ON THE PANDEMIC
On a personal level there were benefits to the first lockdown. I enjoyed the
lovely spring weather and discovering footpaths in my vicinity that I did not
know of. And not having to rush here and there to meetings or shops or spend
money on coffees. I know I was privileged having a nice garden and a Co-op
round the corner I continued to frequent for my Guardian and other necessities.
Learning how to communicate on Zoom with friends and family and
indeed seeing more (albeit virtually) of friends from near and far (including
the USA) was enjoyable.
I really missed a season of cricket at the County Ground at Taunton but
when they started playing again behind closed doors they did livestream it to
my computer. I was aware of my daughter living with two children in a flat in
Action but they do have a park across the road and support from family up
there.
When the second lockdown came about in November – with dark
nights and rain and cold – I did feel frustrated but we had managed a holiday
in the summer before that.
We have all learned different ways to live – much less travelling and
more online communication. I am glad we can now travel at least in this
country and wearing a mask on public transport and in shops seems normal
now.

This was
an opportunity to rehearse the simpler life we all need
to live to deal with the climate crisis. In small ways that is
Have we been too quick to try to return to the old ways?

happening but it does not feel that it is on a wider level. COVID was a wakeup call that society is now beginning to ignore. I am very grateful for the
vaccination programme but wonder about the ethics of us in the richer
countries getting booster jabs when so many in poorer countries have not had
the chance to be vaccinated. Global

injustice is highlighted in the
spread of COVID as it is in other areas, notably climate
justice.
But a focus on COP26 with a hope that the world will take the action
that is necessary to deal with the even bigger challenge of climate justice is
what is needed now.
John Ainsworth
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Looking back, I know I had a remarkable lockdown. It was obvious I was going
to be labelled clinically extremely vulnerable and it was clear to me, if not to
Boris Johnson, that lockdown was necessary. Before it was officially announced,
and thinking it would only be for twelve weeks, my son asked me to spend it
with him in Nottingham so I wouldn’t be lonely. He came down and collected
me, my car, my computer and most importantly my cat Poppy and we
headed north.
At the time it seemed as if twelve weeks’ isolation even in my lovely
village was an unbearable thought. Now twelve weeks seems like chicken
feed! The reality is that Poppy and I were with Jim and cats George, Dexter,
Tinsel, Gem and Muffin for seven months. Poppy found the upheaval trying.
The weather was so beautiful and I spent a lot of time in Jim‘s garden
missing the proliferation of small birds here in Somerset. Even so, I did converse
regularly with a beautifully melodic blackbird. I tried my hand at growing
vegetables. Come harvest time, we calculated that our tiny crop of tomatoes
cost about £17 each, what with the greenhouse and compost and all. Plus a
lack of green fingers. As Jim is vegan I became adept at making vegan dishes
including some rather fine cakes until he asked me to lay off as he was putting
on weight! I will just say that you can substitute eggs in cakes with a tablespoon
of apple sauce instead of an egg and as long as the flavours work that is a
really interesting solution.
I was commissioned to write a play about the pandemic. I called it Love
in the Time of Corona and I was lucky enough to have a theatre company
perform an on-line rehearsed reading but since then it languishes at the back
of a drawer along with so many other writing projects. I would dearly love to
see it fully performed one day as it is, I hope, a very vivid, sometimes funny,
sometimes sad, sometimes sharp account of the impact of the pandemic,
particularly on the residents of care homes and the shocking Do Not
Resuscitate forms. Despite the almost overwhelming problems we face, as the
title suggests, the play is far from negative.
As Jim and I are both quite fiery, at times we clashed. After about three
weeks we had a really stonking argument and I was ready to walk home in
my bare feet. (I did not drive in Nottingham.) Fortunately, common sense
prevailed and apologies were offered and accepted and nothing was ever
quite that difficult again. As time went on we developed a compatible and
congenial, caring routine which I will always remember with gratitude and
love.
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When I was in Nottingham, I missed my home and friends. Now I am
back in Somerset, I miss Jim and his cats. Even if Poppy did not succumb to
their feline charms, I did.
Things changed for Jim and I when I became very ill. I hadn’t been
feeling so good for a couple of weeks - in fact when I started thinking about it
I remembered I hadn’t been feeling too good for rather longer than that - but
I was aware that some of the symptoms were getting worse and I was
beginning to feel ill as opposed to unwell. And then one morning I woke up in
dreadful pain and I knew that it was time to talk to a doctor as the symptoms
had worsened, with some new ones for bad measure. I was immediately seen
by my son’s GP who kept me in the surgery for three hours for observation
waiting to see whether I needed to go to hospital – a step he was very reluctant
to take because of the pandemic. The symptoms were not getting any better
but not. thankfully, getting any worse.
Jim was waiting in the car outside with the radio on in the door open
because it was hot. After three hours had passed, to his horror he realised he’d
flattened the battery. So when I was released from the surgery to go home
with antibiotics and painkillers and strict instructions to rest in bed we had to
find a taxi because all the car shops were shut and I couldn’t get my Green
Flag app to work on my phone.
It slowly turned into a scare that I might have bowel cancer and
although ultimately that was not the case what I did have was still pretty
unpleasant. I’m also aware that recently three of the worst results of being so
poorly have shown minuscule but definite signs of improvement. I was afraid
they were never going to get better. Time to celebrate small mercies.
Like many people I found some beneficial effects of lockdown. To begin
with I was very concerned because I didn’t qualify for furlough for my small
stained glass business because my pension was more than my self-employed
earnings. As I wrote at the time to Rishi Sunak, people in my position were
losing relatively small amounts of money when seen in the light of, say, MP’s
expenses for cleaning their duck houses, but those small amounts are vital to
somebody on the edges financially. I couldn’t understand why big, wealthy
companies were being furloughed so generously and small companies were
going to the wall because they didn’t qualify for help. Three million of us. The
Excluded. And then when I became unwell and the strength required for my
stained glass was diminishing rapidly I was really worried about the financial
future.
Then the most amazing thing happened. A friend who is very good at
fundraising suggested I did some creative writing classes on Zoom with a very
clear aim of helping people emotionally and creatively through the pandemic.
I ran courses which resulted in the most amazing anthology called Once Upon
a Lockdown. Stories and poems were produced, and the writers found ways of
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illustrating their work. (They often commandeered the talents of their children
and grandchildren.) Other projects grew from that and now I have a mixture
of online and face-to-face writing classes as well as offering writing support for
people who have a big project on the go and it’s quite wonderful.
Avril Silk

Back cover design with authors’ illustrations. Front cover design by Alexa Vickery

PS I also wallpapered the furniture...
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In the Spring of 2020 I was leading a busy life painting, exhibiting and teaching
Art. Suddenly my life was constrained to my house, garden and walks on the
beach. Fortunately, the weather was glorious with endless sun and blue skies.
It gave me time and space to start on an idea for a series of paintings triggered
a few weeks earlier by the traces of time seen in a snowy aerial photograph.
From around the house I gathered canvasses, paints, books of aerial
photographs and old maps. I began to sketch ideas for compositions.
As I began to paint I imagined floating over landscapes. The endless
blue skies gave me a blue space that let me dream of trips to beaches and hot
sand under my feet. Over the summer I made fifteen abstract paintings, acrylic
media on canvas, beginning with the green of the landscape and later moving
on to a great blue yonder. The pictures remind me today of the wonderful
peace when our world really did stand still for a while.
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Sizes are 50x50, 60x60, 30x40, 30x30 cm approx.
Sue Hammond-Lovatt
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If there was one thing I didn’t expect to come out of lockdown it was our house
becoming a tourist attraction – I know that at the beginning the only tourists
around were those who could pass our house on their official exercise sessionremember that?? Once a day, with up to one member of your household for
exercise only! Feeling guilty if you stopped to talk to a neighbour in the street
– gatherings of more than two were forbidden! The queue for the village shop
was a luxury – at least we could talk... or shout... as we stayed 2m apart... but
even during these weird times, yes, we became an attraction – somewhere to
go, a point to a walk with the kids Something to make us smile. I think that
was the whole point of it really – because my husband does love making
people smile! He also loves making things... and in this case he made a whole
miniature world.
The attraction in question was, unexpectedly, a train – well, several
trains actually... running on a track that John built at the same height as our
garden wall so that it ran merrily around just at the right height to be seen by
walkers, drivers, and bike riders... oh, and horse riders on wide-eyed snorting
horses and ponies who took a little while to get used to the arrival of a tooting
steam engine in this normally peaceful mid-Devon village.
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It started as a simple loop – but soon grew bigger and more complex
with an inner and outer track; a tunnel; a canal and then John revealed a
further artistic talent as he painted to-scale pictures of the buildings in and
around our village. In June – to celebrate the reopening – he painted the
village school complete with models of the teachers and pupils on the
playground... then the pub and the church... the village square and of course
the shop. Villagers had face masks neatly painted on; passengers in the train
sat a scaled 2m social distancing - but it wasn’t all replicating our larger world.
Some of it was just plain daft – giant, fluffy gorillas eating bananas in the
branches above the railway – Tiny Teddy as engine driver, carriages containing
giraffes and elephants (we had found a big bag of assorted zoo animals!) and
then there were the ‘special events’.
First it was ‘Thank You NHS’ – with rainbows and logos… then Thank
You to all the key workers… our bin men, postman, delivery drivers... everyone
got a mention on the train – special notice boards set up on all the carriages.
One day we had a shock when we saw an ambulance stop outside. Worried,
we dashed out – was everything ok?? The driver grinned and waved and said,
“Mind if we video the train? We want to show them all back at A & E!” We
found out later the video had been circulated all around the hospital.

Easter, Red Nose day, Hallowe’en, and of course Christmas – the railway was
changed, decked out and lit up! John carefully made an authentic stable for
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Mary, Joseph and (on Christmas day) Baby Jesus. Angels, Kings, shepherds and
of course a donkey and camel – all present and correct.
In the new year there was a vaccination centre and dancing OAPs! And
slowly as people started to move around again, to meet and mix. I wondered
if the train would lose its appeal – but no – now we have larger groups coming
to visit. As we sit outside our back door with a cup of tea or a beer we hear
cyclists apply their brakes and yell, “Here it is... the train!” We have cars
stopping outside our house and whereas once we would wonder who had
come to visit... now we know. It will probably be someone come to see the
train. If it stops, or, Heaven forbid, breaks down, you hear the disappointed
voices of Mums and small children. “Oh no... the train’s not going!” If he can
John runs out and gets things moving again - even I will go and bang the track!
About the extent of my technical know-how in these situations!!
So now we are approaching our second Hallowe’en, our second
Christmas. We are no longer locked down but life is still strangely different and
still changing – and there is so much more change that has to come. The
railway still runs every day. John once worked out that in the first year the train
had run to Australia and back! John has become an expert on repairing tiny
parts of engines – ordering spares from fellow railway enthusiasts.
Whenever delivery drivers drop off parcels for John they grin and say
“Something for the train?” John clears leaves off the line; he knows that heat
warps the track and that frost stops the train from running and that a strong
wind will blow the rolling stock and even the engines off the line. The station
is named after our house. The arrival of a new engine is an event! The
lockdown railway has become part of our life, part of our village. It has made
a lot of folk, old and young smile... oh yes... and it is a tourist attraction – all
we need now is a brown sign!
Ali Dominy
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March 2020. The first country-wide lockdown was imminent.
The Tai Chi classes held in the Village Hall, which had started back in
May 2018, had now grown its attendance to be often in the 'teens'. Many had
brought their partners along, confident that the exercise and the company
were benefiting their health and well-being.
But on March 13th I had to announce that these sessions would have to
be discontinued for the foreseeable future.
It wasn't just the attenders who were disappointed, I was pretty miffed
too. Where would I be able to continue to practice Tai Chi and to learn by
teaching?
The Village Hall was a perfect venue – roomy, clean, convenient and
weatherproof – the latter a useful attribute in our unpredictable climate.
I resolved to walk for exercise.
The following week, with the lockdown in place, I had a phone call from
a neighbour in our lane to say that she and another who lived opposite had
decided to practice Tai Chi while standing in their own properties. Since I was
living right next to them, would I like to join them? Soon we were joined by
four other neighbours. So it was that “Tai Chi in-the-lane” was born.
Our lane gets quite busy at certain times of day. Between 9.30 and
10.30 am it is used by dog walkers accessing the footpath further up the lane.
Although a little surprised at first, these morning dog-walkers quickly got used
to the sight of half-a-dozen people perched on one leg or holding an imaginary
ball at the level of their waist while standing stock still.
The sessions were held twice a week – on Tuesday and Friday mornings.
Within a week or so there seemed to be a far greater number of delivery vans
entering our lane. Lockdown was beginning to bite, necessitating changes to
the way many households shopped for groceries and other items. Dog walkers
increased in number too.
“Tai Chi in-the-lane” continued to be held throughout the first
lockdown, during the brief reprieve that was summer, along with clapping and
banging of pans, throughout the second, longer lockdown and we were still
standing on one leg when the whole country celebrated “Freedom-Day” last
July.
Improbable as it may seem, considering that well over one hundred
sessions of “Tai Chi in-the-lane” have been held during the past eighteen
months, no more than two sessions had to be cancelled due to impossible
weather.
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Friday “Tai Chi in-the-Village-Hall” was re-instated on 2nd July but
Tuesday's “Tai Chi in-the-lane” is still going strong with no sign of flagging.

Four of the intrepid six ladies who persevered with "Tai Chi in-the-lane"
throughout lockdown.

They are demonstrating the posture which, translated from the Chinese,
is called "Rainbow Dance" but which has been Christened, more prosaically, as
"Darcey Bussell feeds the birds".
It's more or less obvious that the outstretched arm and hand is offering
imaginary seeds to attract our avian friends.
Less obvious, perhaps, is that the other hand, strategically placed above
the practitioner's head, is discouraging imaginary pigeons from alighting
thereon.
I have been thinking for a while whether Darcey Bussell would consider
being a patron of our Tai Chi group.
Do you think it would help our case if the enquiry enclosed a picture
showing the group's ladies demonstrating this posture which now bears her
exalted name?
Surely, the worst she could say would be, "Not on your nelly, mate!"
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We always start our sessions standing still and upright, arms down at our side
and looking straight in front.
Then, taking a deep breath in, we raise our arms out to the side, up to
the horizontal – the breath should last for the whole raising of our arms.
We then breath out, even slower than the previous in-breath, at the
same time lowering our arms to our side - the breath should last for the whole
lowering of our arms.
We take another couple of very slow breaths, standing still.
Total relaxation in thirty seconds.
Huw Morgan

My main bother was the library being shut! I am a voracious reader and having
read and re-read most of the books I have on my shelves I was nearly
desperate. Fortunately, the leader of my book club came to my rescue and
kept me supplied with bagsful of books and when my howls of despair became
more widely heard, several other friends came to my rescue. There were some
surprises! I didn’t realise what strange tastes some of my friends had!
My other problem was that I was declared “clinically extremely
vulnerable” which bit of news didn’t filter down to me for some weeks after
the start of lockdown. This meant that I couldn’t go to the shops but Wellington
being the amazing friendly town it is, in no time at all a team of helpers and
shoppers was soon set up. I had one or two surprises there too - I asked for a
Hispi cabbage and got a vast red cabbage instead! I developed a strong
throwing arm as I threw my shopping bag and list down the garden path for
my shopper to collect in a “Socially Distant” fashion.
I also watched more day-time TV than I have ever done in my life. I
used to think it was slightly sinful to turn on the telly before 6.00 pm but now
I watch Breakfast Time and it a habit that I still have, long after lockdown has
ended.
During the second lockdown my neighbour was in my bubble and she
did my shopping and we have developed a strong and lovely friendship and
she still helps me in lots of ways. And no! I didn’t write my novel nor clear out
my wardrobe nor learn a new language nor do anything creative, I’m afraid.
I just existed!
Marian Dawson
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(With apologies to Edgar Alan Poe)
Once upon a lockdown dreary while I wondered weak and weary
What the future once of interest now when paused could have in
store.
While I closed my eyes for napping all at once there came a tapping
As of neighbours gently rapping, rapping at my kitchen door.
“It's the paper boy,” I muttered “tapping at my kitchen door Only him and nothing more.”
And the rattling of the blind now made me wonder what I'd find now.
Should I take a peek to see who it was disturbing me?
So that now to still the beating of my heart I stood repeating
“No one's there for it's a lockdown, no one's there it's plain to see.
Even masked and sanitised none would venture out for tea.
No they would not, even if t'were going forth to visit me.”
Presently my soul grew stronger, hesitating then no longer
Rolled the blind back, saw a robin and my heart began to pound.
I would ask if hunger drove her, was she lost or seeking something,
I must ask her and discover what it was that she had found.
Quoth the robin, after drinking and some eating and some thinking
Sang the robin, “Carpe diem, count your blessings, lighten up and stay
around!"
Jennifer Ellen Bell

© Lukas Esser – British Robin in a Tree
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I understood, more deeply, that time waits for no one and one never knows
when one’s time is complete.
So my concern about my sister grew. We were not on easy terms after I
had written, with others, a book about my acute psychotic breakdown. She
and my brother-in-law had their own chapter but we did not agree as to the
possible cause – which touched family loyalties.
I felt I needed to apologise. This was not so much for my interpretation
as for the suffering that I had caused to the wider family. When I did so she
implied it was quite unnecessary as I had ‘been ill’. This was undoubtedly so but too simple. I believe that we have to take responsibility for our own lives
and the writing of the book was a very conscious act and one that needed to
be done. It was a part of my recovery process.
As well as being ill I was gifted with a rich visionary experience, terrifying
at times and ecstatic at others. The second half of my life has emerged from
this awakening.
Suffice it to say that we are back to a warm. loving and easy
relationship after twenty years of difficulty. Undoubtedly ‘lock down’ had its
part to play in this.
Sheila Harvey
P.S Should anyone like to have a copy of the book please get in touch with
me through Email shemoleharvey@aol.com. I’d be grateful for any postage
costs otherwise it is free.
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Locked in my garden
I am accompanied by birds, blackbirds
Magpies, pigeons, crows.
All around the world is closing down.
Crow walks about as if he knows the place
Quite well, he saunters looking slightly bored
Across the grass, peers into the seed tray
What’s new? Examines the sky.
Tonight all shops will shut, the schools will close,
The lights go out. The streets will be deserted,
Buses cease to run.
Crow flaps up to the table, spreads his wings and flies up to the fence.
He wipes his beak.
People are dying, I hear, no more hugs or kisses now. Work
Has disappeared, unless you’re there to save us.
Indifferent, the birds fly in and out.
Crow considers his position, then
Stretches out his neck and flies away.
I feel somehow I’ve failed. Come back Crow
The world is darkening, we didn’t ask for this.
I promise to do better next time.
Anna Mullett

©Mayooresan Crow at Sunset
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When I was very young I wanted to be a hermit and in some ways being in
lockdown last year felt a bit like being a hermit. I wrote the following piece
during the first lockdown in the early summer of 2020…
Once upon a lockdown there is time; endless time and time to take time.
Many of the commitments I had have just melted away, just as they would if I
were ill. Different things take priority – food, warmth and creating a new
routine that will give me some structure, stability and security. Words and
phrases I have never heard of start popping up – lockdown, shielding, social
distancing, Zoom. Are you shielding? a friend asks me in a message. What does
that mean? I wonder. I am isolating myself. Just me and my dog who becomes
an even more important companion; she gives me a reason to go out very
early (to avoid meeting anyone) for a walk.
Where would we all be without the internet? The telephone is important
too, and surprisingly the post. It is lovely to receive the occasional letter or
postcard. A neighbour discovers my weakness for Maltesers and sometimes I
find a bag of them in my letterbox! Friends I haven't seen for ages telephone
or email. The guy who put my new bathroom in a few years ago telephones
me to ask if I am alright – how kind is that. One or two people I have lost touch
with over twenty years ago suddenly 'find' me on Instagram, followed by a
flurry of catch-up emails.

To begin with there is the worry of getting food, although having lived
through long winters on a remote hill farm I always keep the cupboards
stocked up, so I have enough for a week or two at least. It has taken a month
to get onto a supermarket home delivery list as a vulnerable person.
Meanwhile the local community have got a helpline set up and the pub (now
closed) has opened a small shop with the bare essentials. This situation has
certainly brought out good community spirit.
The doctor's surgery is closed and repeat prescriptions are delivered by
hand. The three-weekly chemo treatment I normally have has stopped; I have
been told by the oncologist that if I catch the virus and need hospital treatment
I will not be given a ventilator – understandable if there is a shortage and at
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my age, but it is a bit of a shock to be told this over the telephone and just the
dog to talk to about it at the time. For a little while I felt very alone.
The TV news is full of warnings and upsetting scenes in hospitals. I can
no longer listen or watch it, apart from the headlines once a day. On Thursday
evenings, even out here 'in the sticks' I go outside and clap and cheer the NHS
and break my best wooden spoon through banging a saucepan. Similar noise
floats up distantly from the valley and my neighbours, a few hundred yards
away, are outside making a noise too. It's comforting to hear.
I Zoom with the children once a week and there is no more going to
Meeting at Spiceland so we have Zoom Afterword and now Meeting for
Worship on Zoom too.
It is eerie not hearing the traffic on the A303 in the distance. And no
planes flying overhead. Everyone is noticing more birds and birdsong. Even
here, wildlife is starting to relax; I have seen more foxes in the daytime than
ever before and worldwide many things motivated by human activity have
come to a halt. The Earth breathes and pollution levels have dropped.
Dolphins have been seen in the Venetian canals! People have started
gardening madly and poetry, art and creativity seems more important than
before – we are reconnecting with our inner selves. Maybe Gaia has given us
this chance to re-evaluate how we live and behave… so that we might live
happily ever after.
Sarah Bovey
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Oh dear
I’ve enjoyed the pandemic
How can you say that?
That’s outrageous
But it’s true
Exploring our paths
This way that way
In sunshine and in rain
Cycle or walk our choice
Sheltering in churches
A thermos of coffee
Sandwiches too
Can’t go to the pub
Can’t ask people round
Can’t travel
Do the garden tend the veg
How can it be
How can it be
I’m selfish I’m well
People are not
The world must change
The world must change
I hope I pray it can
Neil Rushton
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At home and alone. I didn’t mind. I ordered a fruit and veg box and my
daughter left groceries by the door.
Lists were made, jobs envisaged, walks taken, natured noticed, phone
calls made, emails answered, hands clapped, mask worn and made and out
one day a week to help the cafe at Trull with takeaways to help maintain a
sense of community and continuity.
Zoom entered my life, blessing, necessity, curse.
Then between lock downs 1 and 2 a chance to stay by the sea with
friends. To walk and eat and laugh. What joy!
Then on with lock downs seeming to stretch to the horizon and
imperceptibly enthusiasm for all the jobs and projects I had envisioned seeping
away.
Then a series of lows and not so lows. Was I depressed? Perhaps.
Try to accomplish at least one thing a day.
Then came the jabs. A light in the distance. Walking with friends, visiting
homes, trips in the car far and near, bus rides to town, making quilts, a sense
of life opening up once more.
Then an awareness of how ties between different friends have changed.
Some have loosened, some strengthened.
And on we go with an awareness of ‘staying safe’ never far away.
But now I no longer wish to be held hostage by this unseeable threat.
Let us once more ‘Live Adventurously ‘, to reach out, to reconnect.
Always with a mask at hand of course and hands washed!

For a friend who wanted curtains
depicting Hereford Cathedral from across the river.
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For a friend whose partner loves trains.
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For a friend who chose colours evoking the Hebrides

Lynda Stewart
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Once upon a lockdown
There was no hoedown
or showdown maybe
a little climbdown
but much scampering
like rabbits to our bricks
and mortar burrows
where we dug in
drew up our
drawbridge and looked
out through net
curtains and retired
until Thursday claps
when we banged
gongs tooted and hooted
for our gallant NHS
giving our Government
a thumbs down.
By then we had
cleared an attic,
shifted stuff t’ Tip
pruned books
and files, tidied
house and garden
had a cabin built
with lawn view
and counted
cabbage whites.
Our daughter’s bird
feeders became
popular: sparrows
aloft, pigeons
below; now
a squirrel prowls.
This retreat
inwards brought
love, many
blessings, new
friendships, old
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ones dusted
and polished.
Phone calls
aided this
enrichment.
Zoom gave 2D
company until
wider 3D touch
was restored.
All as if
there’s been
a halo
over our world.
Jeremy Harvey

All as if
there’s been
a halo
over our world
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